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During the recent 2009 Novel H1N1 influenza pandemic, public health safety efforts included
prevention and mitigation actions such as mass vaccination programs, community education
focused on infection control, social distancing and how to avoid contracting and spreading
influenza.[1-3] There were also programs to rapidly deploy caches of ventilators, antivirals and
personal protective equipment to treat and reduce transmission of influenza infection.[1,3,4]
Despite these efforts, many became ill.[12] Where and when to seek medical care was part of
the public health education message.
The problem becomes continuing to meet concurrent public health prevention goals, plus
ongoing medical obligations with existing staff and space.[4,6,7] The same medical staff
members delivering antiviral medications to those exposed and running mass vaccination
programs were also treating the ill. In addition, aggressive viral culture acquisition and special
processing was instituted.[1,9] Screening for febrile employees and exposed personnel in high
risk facilities was started so that antiviral prophylaxis could be rapidly administered. Alternate
care sites were initiated to address the increased volumes and to sequester possibly infective
patients. [1] Hospitals often make plans to delay routine care and redeploy the staff and treatment
space if the influenza surge required this step.[6,7] In addition to all that new activity, some
jurisdictions instituted new influenza-like-illness (ILI) reporting requirements for hospitals.[2]
Even normal staffing levels may be insufficient to meet these new responsibilities and existing
staff numbers may be further reduced due to illness during this pandemic.[10]
Emergency departments (EDs) are a good place to begin addressing load distribution during
patient surge events such as the 2009 novel H1N1 pandemic. They are open 24/7, serve all who
present for treatment, and do not incur the scheduling delays associated with primary care or
other office-based appointments. They are prepared to address the most severe acuity of illness
and are in hospitals which are often centrally located and highly familiar to the local community.
Indeed, unprecedented patient surges were reported during the 2009 influenza season. [1, 8]
In OJPHI, Vol 2, No. 1, Bob McLeod introduced a novel combination of agent based modeling
(ABM), electronic medical record dashboards to predict ED waiting room times, and
Crowdinforming as a method to redistribute patients seeking ED care.[11] The purpose is to
balance area hospital waiting room loads during pandemics surges. This is a very innovative
idea with important applications in medicine and public health.
In short, they propose using EMR dashboards to estimate real-time ED patient waiting times for
area hospitals.[11,12,13,14] This information is widely broadcast using the internet. The aim is
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to let potential ED patients add waiting room time to their decision-making on when and which
ED to visit for current symptoms. This would help both patients seeking care and hospitals that
often become overburdened during influenza season. We postulate that the model and the
dissemination of the data have further important purposes.
The primary goal for any new medical innovation is better health in the community. With this in
mind, we propose additional considerations to better inform decision making. We also
recommend that the ABM and waiting room data are first communicated to key users such as the
EDs, hospitals, clinics and local public health departments; enabling them to better collaborate in
serving the community and to organize their staff and facilities to best address anticipated surge
changes.
The ABM model and Crowdinforming might be inferred to refer only to ILI patients seeking
emergency care and the waiting times might be construed as first-come, first-serve. Even during
a pandemic, the majority of ED patients are there for other emergencies. Hospitals in Santiago,
Chile, reported that 78% of all ED visits were for influenza.[8] However, during the epidemic
peak in Chicago, slightly more than 14% of all ED visitors had ILI.[2] Among all U.S.
ambulatory visits, approximately 16% were ILI and Australia’s flutracking netted approximately
9% ILI visits during the peak.[5,15]
Another key feature of ED waiting time is the triage procedure. Universally, systems are used to
ensure that patients of high acuity are treated more rapidly than those with chronic, self-limited
illness, or conditions where treatment success is not time-dependent. [16] In short, based on
complex triage rules, severity of illness defines who waits the longest.[17] In the
Crowdinforming model, this same concept would ideally apply to those who are deciding to seek
care or considering long-distance travel to go to an ED with shorter waiting times. The problem
becomes the degree of medical knowledge required to make these decisions wisely. A patient
with a potential myocardial infarction (heart attack) or limb-threatening injury would wisely take
an ambulance to the closest emergency department and expect to be seen immediately - even in
an ED with long average waiting times. A patient with very mild ILI symptoms could safely
wait several hours to see a clinician. At the same time, one would not want the mildly ill but
contagious, coughing influenza patient to ride public transportation for an hour then wait in an
ED infecting others. More importantly, antivirals are most effective in disease treatment and
transmission prevention when started very early in the course of illness - while patients may not
seek care for days or wait until they become quite severe. [4,8,17] These issues are difficult for
medical professionals to solve and may be even more difficult for potential patients or those who
must develop public health messages to inform the community.[3,10,18,19]
Another resource that may inform this new modality is the literature on ED waiting room
patients who left without being seen (LWBS). The literature indicates that longer waiting times,
younger age and less severe disease are associated with LWBS.[20-23] However, this obscures
the fact that even though age and acuity are statistically associated with waiting room behavior,
some who leave do have high acuity problems.[17,21] The statistical tests gain strength from
very large sample sizes. An important proportion of LWBS patients are hospitalized within a
week.[21] The unintended consequence of Crowdinforming might be to influence a critically ill
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person to defer care or travel inordinate distances when they would best be seen at the closest
hospital and triaged for immediate care.
Current staffing and medical supplies in departments critical to patient care must be taken into
consideration when releasing information to the public that will cause rapid increases at the
slower hospitals. Staff configuration at individual EDs and associated hospital wards, intensive
care units, laboratories, pharmacies and radiology departments may need to be adjusted before
Crowdinforming induces dramatic change.[7,12] EDs that are currently slow and might expect
to remain slow could become swamped in the short-term. At the same time, overloaded
hospitals may have instituted back-up staff and supply procedures for currently anticipated surge
volumes, only to have the problems evaporate. For these reasons, we recommend that local
public health departments, EMS, hospitals, and public education professionals should be closely
involved in the formulation and response to Crowdinforming before messages are delivered to
the public. This could foster cooperation and collaboration in the deployment of space, staff and
supply resources throughout an area to best serve the public health.[3,6,7]
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